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Unique in coffee. 
Since 1919.

Designed for performance,  the super automatic TANGO XP series 

promises an unrivalled experience to coffee professionals with 

high expectations in coffee extraction quality, and high standards 

in facilitating and optimizing functionality and user’s daily  

operational activities.



Performance beyond expectations
Handling high coffee volumes require an even best-in class 
performing coffee maker. The high precision 83mm flat burrs 
grinders are the guardian of always fresh coffee ground with 
high consistency and fast delivery. The TANGO XP Duo  
is committed to deliver 440 espresso cups per hour, operating 
simultaneously the two separate groups, with always the same 
taste and consistency.

Espresso at our core
UNIC’s heritage and long expertise in espresso technology 
performs in the legendary patented TANGO® brew group. 
This unique full metal piece is designed to replicate all  
the traditional operations achieved by an expert barista,  
ensuring a unique coffee extraction quality with replicable 
results and consistency.

Customize your drinks menu by choosing between hot or cold 
milk, as well as foamed milk. Our exclusive milk system provides 
an excellent solution for storing and dispensing fresh milk 
directly from the TANGO XP fridge unit, complete with  
a removable 9-liter container.

EXCELLENCE 
IN THE CUP



Intuitive use 
TANGO XP user-friendly 10“ screen interface provides a clear intuitive menu to engage the different profiles operators 
in a full experience on coffee and milk parameters settings to tailor a specific drinks menu.

Designed for efficiency
Special attention has been paid in term of design  
to facilitate machine serviceability, in order to reduce time  
and maintenance costs. With its fixed semi-module blocks 
structure, the TANGO XP has limited frictions when operating,  
which is key to durability for all internal components.

A FULL NEW 
EXPERIENCE



 Tango XP Solo Tango XP Duo Tango XP Fridge

Width 398 mm 492 mm 265 mm
 15 43⁄64” 19 3⁄8” 10 7⁄16”

Depth 643 mm 643 mm 500 mm
 25 5⁄16” 25 5⁄16” 19 11⁄16”

Height 810 mm 810 mm 515 mm 
 31 57/64” 31 57/64” 20 9⁄32”

Weight 83 to 91 kg 97 to 105 kg 30kg / 
 183 to 201 lbs 214 to 231 lbs 66 lbs

Boiler Capacity / 1.8 L / 5000 W 1.8 L / 5000 W 
Power 

Coffee boiler capacity / 1.8 L / 3000 W 1.8 L / 3000 W 
Power  

Power 4200-5900 W /  4200-5900 W / 100 W 
 21-25 A (Single) 21-25 A (Single)
 8080-9600 W / 8080-9600 W /  
 12.3-13.3 A (3+N) 12.3-13.3 A (3+N)  
 
Voltage 200-240 V (Single) 200-240 V (Single) 230 V (Single)  
 380-415 V (3+N) 380-415 V (3+N)

All machines are available in 50Hz or 60Hz.

Certifications

Specifications and pictures 
are not contractual - 02/2024

Technical features



Unique in coffee. 
Since 1919.

unic-espresso.com

A unique coffee experience
UNIC’s high-end offering is a testament to our deep-rooted passion, spanning 
over a century, our unwavering dedication to excellence, and an unending 
quest for innovation. Our espresso engineers pour their heart and soul into 
harnessing the latest advancements in technology and perfecting the art of  
extracting coffee. Unique in coffee, we have developed from crafting traditional  
espresso machines to pioneering work in super-automatic equipment, each 
combining precision, reliability and robustness. At the core of our existence 
lies a timeless mission – to fulfill our customers’ and coffee connoisseurs’ desires 
with unparalleled quality in every single cup. With an insatiable thirst for  
understanding our customers’ future aspirations, we are driven to craft innovative  
solutions that transform their every pour into a spellbinding taste sensation. 


